2006 yamaha raptor 350 special edition

Make Yamaha. Model Raptor. Up to date on registration. Gorgeous full upgrades. Has new seat
and grips too. New Decals. Low miles Photo is not identical of mine but similar Raptor is manual
6 speed trans in great shape low low hrs. Never be rolled or wrecked single cylinder and single
carb tires like new new battery. Model Raptor Excellent condition with less than 30 hours on
itNever rolledRecreationally driven and never beatNever left out to the elementsNeed to sell
because I never ride and need money for school6 Speed with Reverse. There will be more
pictures available upon request. We also offer great financing terms for qualifying credit. Call us
for buying or trading your motorcycle, atv, or snowmobile. Many extras. I just rode it around my
yard. No disappointments adult owned and maintained hourly. Texas tittle. You won't find one
this nice. Beautiful bike. Highly versatile. Feature packed. Built more than tough and powerful
enough to thrive in the wild even as it treats its rider to the comfort of home. Never had
problems with it running. Day Heights, OH. Baton Rouge, LA. Ridgefield, WA. Easton, PA.
Alpharetta, GA. Earleville, MD. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Raptor. Year Make Yamaha Model Raptor. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha Model Raptor Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1
Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. Make Yamaha. Model Raptor Special Edition. This mighty Raptor is ready to go whether
the destination is the dunes, the trails or the track. Big power and lightweight; a combination
that makes any ATV rider take notice. With the combination of power, solid handling, and a
great suspension this machine has to be experienced to be fully appreciated. Get the
performance you'd expect from Yamaha at a great price. CALL Model Raptor R Special Edition.
MSRP excludes destination charges, optional accessories, applicable taxes, installation,Sale
price includes all rebates and discounts. Model Rhino FI Auto. Let Mountain Motorsports help
you! Let us help you get on the motorcycle of your dreams. Mountain Motorsports has the
largest selection of clean and affordable used motorcycles and ATVs in the Inland Empire.
Compare our prices and service to the competition! You won? You will get just great service
and low prices at Mountain Motorsports. We have great prices! We invite you to compare us to
any competitor and to private party bike. We check each motorcycle carefully before the sale.
We have been at this for over 45 years. We know what you need and expect and we now how to
get it done. Call us today for more details on this at Add Tax, license and recon fee on the base
price. Bring in or mention this ad for this price. Drop by and see what we are all about at N.
Mountain Ave in Ontario. The Rhino FI Sport Edition offers all the standard Rhino features along
with adjustable piggyback shocks, one-piece cast aluminum wheels, injection-molded sun top.
Baja-inspired front carry bar and special Sport Edition color and graphics. Very strong good
running machine, top speed 68 mph. Good tires, minor plastic scratches. My wife and I are
selling our sand machines as we have found ourselves moving away from riding the dunes. It
has never been a trail machine or mudded and does not have the scars associated with that sort
of riding. Purchased bran new in this machine has been to the sand dunes on our yearly, week
long sand trip for the past 9 years literally ridden once a year from We did not ride in and our
sand machines are just setting in the garage collecting dust. This is a very clean machine rare
well kept, one owner find. Even the handgrips are stock and show very little wear. Why
purchase new, pay tax, shipping and fees, have to purchase paddle tires, bumpers and
accesories when this machine is waiting for a new home. Come take a look. Yamaha Raptor
Special Edition with reverse. Hardly ridden, garage kept. All paperwork provided, Alpinestars
Tech Series boots size 12 included. Model Raptor Includes skid plates and Exhaust - Fight and
Flight The Raptor highly versatile, feature-packed, and built tough enough to thrive in the wild.
Styled like the big Raptor R complete with predatory headlights , the Raptor draws plenty of
strength from its torquey-and-revvable, ultra-reliable, cc, 4-stroke SOHC engine. A six-speed
gearbox with reverse from any gear lets you be as aggressive as you want, while the sporty
big-Raptor-derived suspension and a dry weight of only pounds lets you carve tight lines. Then,
the fact that it? Low hours, comes with set of rear paddle tires for the dunes. I just don't have
time to ride anymore. Model Banshee The black with purple flames. The plastics have never
been cut and are in perfect shape except for one rub mark from a tie down. It has less than
20hrs on it and has always been garaged with car cover over it. I'm a dirt bike guy so my atvs
where never ridden. This bike is beautiful and is the last one maid and shipped to the US. I know
a lot of people cut them up and stretch them for drag racing but this really is a one of a kind left
almost completely stock but for the dealers upgrade package. You will not want to tear it apart
either once you see it and ride it. Except maybe a little extension in the swingarm to keep the
front end down because it is so fast. I'm redeploying to the Middle East so I thought it would be
a good time to let it go to someone who'll appreciate it. Full big gun exhaust. Brand new
holeshot tires front and back. New D. All new breaks. New OEM carb. New Battery. All new light
bulbs. Hasn't been ridden much, wife thinks Im going to kill myself. Will accept reasonable

offers. Day Heights, OH. Huntington Beach, CA. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Olmos Park, TX. Mill
Valley, CA. Alpharetta, GA. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Year - Make
- Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha Model Raptor Year Make
Yamaha Model Banshee Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. Make Yamaha 35 Honda 1 Polaris 1. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. This mid-bore quad
hit the ground running in , effectively competing in top speed and handling. It featured low to
mid-range power, superb handling, and racy aesthetics. This four-wheeler was fun to ride and
perfect for off-road trails. Unlike its big-bore sibling, the Raptor enjoyed a successful year
production run, only to stop due to the rising popularity of the Raptor There is so much more to
discover about the Yamaha Raptor other than specs and known issues. Let this guide enlighten
you. Introduced in , the Yamaha Raptor was eighth in the mid-bore wheelers manufactured by
Yamaha since the creation of the Banshee. Although not a company-flagship model, it has
grown in popularity as one of the few vehicles to occupy the sport-rec ATV niche and its
counterpart â€” the Honda TRXEX. The components and overall aesthetic of the Raptor came
from two greats â€” the R Raptor and the YFZ â€” making the Yamaha Raptor a certified
head-turner. It is pretty much a scaled-down version of the big-bore four-wheelers that
dominated the ATV industry a couple of decades ago. Plus, its ergonomics and low-lying seat
allowed recreational and aggressive riders alike to enjoy a healthy, comfortable riding
experience. The Raptor had three different trims and 15 different models through the course of
its production until its final year in , namely:. The quad can also go into reverse from any gear
via a convenient shift lever. Airflow to the engine is never insufficient or restricted â€” thanks to
its high snorkel-type intake. Piggyback reservoir shocks with five-way adjustable preload
provide a decent amount of rear-wheel travel, translating into consistent performance during
rough sport riding. Other desirable features include an easy-to-use, handlebar-mounted choke
lever, six-speed transmission, upgrade-friendly SOHC design, and low-profile tires with plenty
of grip. Additionally, the Raptor was one of the first vehicles to sport white plastics â€” a perfect
platform for personalizing the quad through graphics and decal kits. This clean-canvas concept
was later adopted by all Yamaha sport ATVs beginning in Youtuber Rev Motors talks about his
Yamaha Raptor He points out its reliability and that the only downsides are its cooling system
and fuel capacity:. Mods would increase your expenses further. Most of the units up for bidding
are either modded or in near-stock mint condition. The white-and-gray trim seems to hold its
value well, regardless of the year of manufacture. Because the Raptor is known to share the
same engine with the Warrior , people often conclude that the two machines have the same top
speed, somewhere around 63 mph on flat surfaces. Expectedly, this figure may differ due to the
effects of weather, rider weight, vehicle condition, upgrades, and several other factors. Many
riders would agree that there is no way a Yamaha Raptor , even when heavily modified and
going downhill on even terrain, would reach a top end of 75 mph. The Yamaha Raptor may be a
reliable machine, but it does have a few real problems. Here are the top ones to note with
corresponding fixes:. This issue is both self-inflicted and due to wear and tear and should not
come as a surprise if you ride your Raptor hard. It is a frustrating issue to fix since the
symptoms can give the quad owner mixed signals to what is causing the dysfunction. To
rectify, you will have to do the following:. Challenges with starting the engine are mostly from a
dirty carburetor and valves needing adjustment. But identifying the culprit may be more
uncomplicated than it usually seems. If it does, then that would mean a plugged screen inside
the tank â€” this should be a more straightforward fix than ripping the carb apart to check for
causes, which can be tiresome. All Raptor models inherently have fragile frames at the front of
the engine. If the wheeler has been wrecked hard, the front frame will usually break first. Look at
the sub-frame where the rear grab bar mounts and verify that it is not crooked or bent. Your
findings will indicate how well the vehicle has been maintained and should be the basis of how
you would negotiate your paying price. Other than the issues mentioned, the Raptor is a
bulletproof machine and, just like any other vehicle, would need proper care and faithful upkeep
to remain in superb working condition. The Japanese firm began as a piano and reed organ
manufacturer, eventually venturing into motorcycle production after World War II. In , it parted
ways with its parent company to become Yamaha Motor Co. At present, Yamaha produces
off-road vehicles, personal watercraft, speed boats, and outboard motors. This mid-bore, mean
machine ranks high on the fun factor, has a bit more power and suspension, and can be
enjoyed by most family members. It functions and looks on the outside and has speeds that can
give anyone a memorable, hair-raising experience. Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki
Mule has come a long way from its 1,class predecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer
just for agricultural applications. Through the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content.
Not Your Basic, Beginner Quad Introduced in , the Yamaha Raptor was eighth in the mid-bore
wheelers manufactured by Yamaha since the creation of the Banshee. Its forward-inclined

power mill has a bore-stroke ratio of 83 by It has an engine displacement of cm3, a compression
ratio of 9. A mm Mikuni BSR36 carburetor and a wet-type air filtration system handle the air-fuel
mixture. The Yamaha Raptor has a maximum power output of At disassembly, it is 3. And at oil
filter change, the capacity is 2. It requires a 12V, 8. All models released in the U. Front and back
tire pressure should be 25 kPa 0. Do not go beyond the range of 3. Wheel travel is mm 7. The
minimum ground clearance is 4. The seat height is Standard inclusions are hand grips, mm
footpegs, and front and rear fenders. Convert these to LED lights for improved visibility during
late-night wheeling. Continue Reading. Skip to main content of results for "yamaha raptor
carburetor". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our
Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:.
Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle.
Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Amazon's Choice for yamaha raptor carburetor. FREE Shipping. Only
8 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 12
left in stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. N
2013 nissan altima s owners manual
s10 front differential diagram
2001 ford f150 trailer wiring diagram
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

